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INTRODUCTION 

This report covers the fifth field period in the Investigation of 

the general topic of determining whet effects the raising of Noss Lake 

level would have on the Basin biota, and how undesireable effects could 

be avoided or compensated for. 

In earlier reports bird and mammal populations near the lake level 

have been described, and predictions made of the consequences of raising 

the lake level on them. It .has been apparent that the lakeside zone is 

more snow-free in winter than adjacent parts of Canada where there is no 

lake, and it has been postulated that the lake itself, as a relatively 

warm body in the winter, has a moderating effect on the lake shore. 

Various studies of climatic factors on transects upslope from the lake

shore, and other transects distant from the lake have been made, both 

directly s1ith meteorological Instruments, and indirectly, through the 

study of plant phenology. These studies have necessarily been tailored 

to the constraints of a small annual budget and a rather inaccessible 

landscape. However, by focussing closely on the key question: will a 

rise in the lake level cause a rise In the shallow-snow or snow-free 

zone? We have steadily approached an answer. The question we have 

posed is of course basic to all plans for mitigation within Ross Lake 

Basin, since winter snow conditions exert such strong effects on many 

animal populations. The species we have been particularly concerned 

about is the black-tailed deer, _since there ls ample evidence that the 

original flooding when the lake was established resulted in the death 

of many deer In ensuing winters. Further, it has been proposed that 

some, at least, of the measures undertaken to mitigate the effects of 

a rise in the present lake level should consist of manipulation of 
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vegetation to increase deer winter forage supplies. In such a case, of 

course, \-.iinter sno1.\1 depths in the manipulated 01~e0s 1Aiill influence the 

actual availability of the forage for deer, so a reliable prediction 

of the post-rise snos1 regime is highly desircablc. 

D~rlng the 1975-6 year, then, we have concentrated on fleshing 

out earlier work on the postulated "warm bowl" effect and making such 

field measurements as we could to strengthen our understanding of winter 

mi crocl imate. 

1. St~dies of microcllmate 

New data was obtained for: 

1 • i Sno•,1 transects 

1.2. Canadian weather records, Skagit Valley, pre- and post-floodln· 

1.3. Field observations of winter weather conditions. 

1.4. Plant phenology • 

1.1 Snow Transects 

One of our continuing objects has been to understand the factors 

controlling the accumulation of snow around the lake. We have also been 

conc1erned with the use of snow accumulation patterns to i~dicate the 

extent of the warm bowl effect. This year 11e continued our studies of 

sno11 accumulation, using both snow depth transects, and the solar 

radiation grid as a framework for sampling. 

The solar radiation grid consists of a coordinate system of tc,o 

scales -- l/8 mile spacing around the shore, and 1/2 mile spacing over 

the surrounding mountains. Each point of this system Is described for 

direct solar radiation (assuming a clear sky) for each of 21 days through 

the year. This method takes Into account the effects of topographic 

shading, which of course ls important in mountain terrain • 
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1.1.l. Methods: 

We originally had planned to sample only on the basis of the 

solar radiation grid system, with hopes of correlating the snow accumu

lation with solar radiation values previously calculated. One series of 

grid snow depth measurements was taken, but logistic constraints led us 

to develop a different approach. 

The final method employed was that of systematic transects run up 

slope pe:-p2ndicular to the lake shore. We selected the fol lowlng sites: 

Hidden Hand Pass, Little Jack Mt. trail, Devils Dome, Lightning Creek, 

and Desolation Mountain on Ross lake; Buster Brown Flats and Sourdough 

Mt. trail on Diablo lake; and an unnamed slope on Gorge Lake. These 

areas were selected because of their uniformity of slope, aspect, and 

vegetation types, as well as their accessibility. We measured the 

snow depth at 100 foot elevation intervals, from lake level to 3,000 

feet. We were trying to determine whether the presence of a large body 

of water caused more rapid spring snowmelt than a small body of 11ater, 

with our transects ranged as follows: 

Near a large water body: 

Hidden Hand Pass 

Little Jack Mountain Trail 

Devil Is Dome 

Lightning Creek 

Desolation Mountain 

Near a body of water of Intermediate size: 

Gorge Lake shore 
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Buster Brown Flats 

Sourdough Mountain trail 

Sampling was conducted on these transects December 30 (1975) January 

(1976). it was found that several transects were too dangerous to allow 

safe and careful sampling, so the Hidden Hand, Devil's Dome, and Gorge 

lake transects were then dropped. Another reading was made February 20-22. 

After this, the lake level had become so low that the Desolation Mountain 

and Lightning Creek sites were practically high and dry. This made access 

difficult, but more important the withdrawal of the lake water negated 

the supposed "warm bowl" we were studying, so those two transects were 

dropped after the February reading. A transect on Pumpkin Mountain was 

added as a replacement. 

There was a hiatus ln March because of road closures and a failure 

in boat access, and the next sample was obtained April 9-12. A final 

reading was made May 3-5. 

1.1.2. Results 

The results of the February transects are summarized in Figure 1, 

which shows snow accumulation patterns for four of the transects. The 

Desolation Mt. transect is not shown since lt is Identical to the 

Lightning Creek transect. The lines plotted are the results of simple 

linear regression analysis on the data. Figure 2 sbows an example of 

the actual data, with Its great variability. 

There are two important results demonstrated by Figure 1. 

First, the slopes of the regression lines are almost equal, indicating 

similar patterns of accumulation of snow. Second, the "y" axis Inter

cepts of these lines are directly related to the amount of total 
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precipitation for the different areas. Desolation Mountain-Lightening 

• Creek have tr:e 1 east, and Gorge Lake the most precipitation. 

• 

As ls generally kno·"m, the Ross Lake Basin lies in the rain-shadow 

of the high mountains to the west. In earlier days a flat near the mouth 

of Lightning Creek was knov,n as Little Sahara because of its hot and dusty 

aspect. And It has been shown in our own work that much of the east side 

of Ross Lake Basin ls characterized by plant communities more character

istic of regions east of the Cascade crest. At the same time, it is 

useful to describe tbis rainshadow more precisely and quantify it as much 

as possible. This we have done. Figure 3 illustrates the amount of rain

fall for a number of locations from the coast to Ross lake. The data for 

the United States stations come from the U.S. Weather Bureau 30 year 

records. The Desolation Mountain data is from our 1975 report, and Is 

based on one year of records. The Canadian Station ls based on the period 

from 1936 to 1955. On the basis of this data we have map~ed the isohyets 

for the Ross Basin, given in Figure 4, which is a modification of Figure 

A-29 in C]lmatological Hand~ook, Columbia Basin States, Precipitation, 

Vol . 2, 1 569, 

These graphs cledrly illustrate the rainshadow effect of the 

western North Cascades, ;and account for thedf.ffer.ent. amounts of. snow 

found on the different transects at equal elevations. 

Our next data were collected on April 10-lf, after the beginning of 

the spring snow melt. These data are given in Ffgur~ 5, The most ·sf9nif

icant results here are the Jack Mountain and Buster Brown Flats transects. 

In Figure l (Feb.) these two transects were almost identical, both in slopes, 

and intercepts. However, now in April, they are radically different. 

• Jack Mountain, on Ruby arm of Ross Lake, is snow free up to 2400 feet, 
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whereas Buster 8rov1;1 Flats transect still has s,h,w at 1400 feet. This 

supports the hypothesis that snow-melt at low elevations is proportional 

to the size of the adjacent water body. 

Our next data were collected on April 10-11, and are plotted in 

Figure 5. It Is obvious that there are differences in snow-depth wh I ch 

correlate positively with the size of the nearby water body. Whereas the 

transects for Diablo Lake and Gorge Lake (intermediate) and Ross Lake 

(large) were all much the same In February (Fig. 1), by April they 

showed melt-back to 1300 ft. (Diablo), 2000 ft. (Gorge) and 2400 ft. 

(Ross). 

While these data support the hypothesis that the rate of spring 

snow-melt is affected by size of the nearby body of water, it would be 

useful to obtain more evidence, particularly for the critical late 

winter period, during another year. The Pumpkin Mountain transect, also 

shown In Fig. 5, would be a good addition, if followed throughout the 

winter. 

1.2. Effects of Ross Lake on Canadian Skagit weather. 

Perhaps the most conclusive evidence of climatic modification 

by the warm bowl effect could be demonstrated through the analysis of 

weather records from a long term station, located within the area of 

influence of a reservoir. If data were available for a long period 

before the creation ofthereservoir, and continued after its construction, 

then It would be a simple matter to compare the weather patterns of the 

two perlcds to determine what the effects had been on the local micro

climate. We do have records for a station, Whitworth Meadow, at the 

edge of the projected zone of influence of the lake, for the period 

1936 to 1955. The dam was completed in 1943 and filled in 1947, and 
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so we have apprm:in"ccely nine years cF record befo,-e the creation of 

the lake, and eight years of record after the creation of the lake. 

Although the available record is not long nor ideaily located, some 

conclusions can be drawn from it. These data are described and interpreted 

be-low. 

First of all, we have hypothesized that the warm bowl effect v1ould 

moderate the temperatures, warming cold periods, and cooling hot periods. 

The average temperatures within the zone of influence would probably be 

somewhere between the pre-impoundment temperatures and the temperature 

of the reservoir water. Our predicted results are given in Figure 6, 

which plots average monthly temperatures for Ross Lake, the period 

previous to the creation of Ross [ake, and our prediction of the average 

monthly air ter.iperatures after the lake had been created. 

B.efore we can begin our analysis of the temperature trends for this 

station, vie must be cert a In that there has not been some regional trend 

either cooling or warming, during the periods in question. To test for any 

regional trends, wc: analysed the long term temperature data for the Diablo 

Dam Station over these same periods. The results are graphed in Figure 7, 

and are divided into "pre" and "post-Ross Lake" periods, with the average 

monthly air temperatures plotted. A "t-test" for differences in the means 

of the ''pre-" and "post-" monthly averages was done and showed no signif

icant difference for any month at the P = .OS level. In other words, the 

temperatures of the two periods have not changed to any significant amount. 

Thus, we may conclude that ~ny changes that we might detect in the temper

atures for the Ross Lake station are not due to any regional trends. 

The weather records examined were gathered by the Canadian weather 
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service, and are recorded in Ref. 003.00821 .001, Table 037. This station 

was located in the Whitworth Meadows, British Columbia, near Hozomeen, 

about a mile from the present lake shore, and at approximately the 

same elevation as the lake. Temperature records are available for the 

period 1939 to 1955, and precipitation records from 1936 to 1955. 

1.2. 1. Results and Discussion: 

The results of our analysis are given in Table 1. This table compares 

the monthly period averages of pre-Ross and post-Ross temperatures. To 

test for a statistically significant difference in the monthly temper

atures of the two periods, a "t-test'' was used on each set of monthly 

averages. The results show a significant difference in the pre and post 

temperatures for the months April through October at the P; .o5 level . 

In the months, November through March, there was no significant change 

in average monthly temperatures. Figure 8 shows the monthly average, 

comparing pre-Ross with post-Ross temperatures, together with the lake 

water temperatures from near Devil's Creek for 1973 (this is the only year 

for which a complete record of water temperatures was available.) 

Figure 9 compares the expected or predicted post-Ross temperatures 

with the observed post-Ross averages. In a 11 cases the post-Ross 

temperatures are cooler than we predicted. 

These results raise two questions. First, why Is the post-Ross 

climate much cooler all year? And secondly, why is there no warming 

effect in the winter? Both of these questions can be best answered 

by looking at Figure 10, which plots pre-Ross and post-Ross temperatures, 

and also the temperature of the Skagit River for 1973 at Chittenden's 

Bridge Station, near the weather station from which this data comes. Due 
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Table l. A comparison 0f the averag,~ rnonthl't' ;:ii r tc11:;·1er3t, .. :-~s for the pre 
anc post Ross Lake periods, from the Whitworth Meadow Station, 

• in dco1rees F. 

Month Pree Ross Post Ross 

Januil ry 27.6 22.4 

Febn.:ary 33.6 31.2 

March 38.J 34.7 

April 49.9 42.3 

May 57.3 54.3 

June 62.6 56.9 

July 71.4 62.9 

August 67.6 62.0 

September 62.0 55.7 

October 48.4 1'4.6 

November 35.6 36.9 • December 29.4 29.9 

• 
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to the fact thet the upper e~d of Hoss Lake is very shallow, a large 

river such~• the Skagit will greatly modify the lake water temperature 

and cool the lake. Thus the actual body of water influencing the 

temp,rat.urc,s at this weather station ls much closer In temperature 

to the Skagit River than to the Ross Lake temperatures in the previous 

figure. Hence the resultant temperatures are colder than expected, 

and Jtl"_ see no winter warming effect. 
~ ---

The effect of the Skagit River on the temperature of the Ross Lake 

in the vicinity of the Canadian border is accentuated by the fact that 

Ross Lake is quite shallow there. Often, in the winter, the lake level 1-

nscedes altogether and in years of extreme drawdown the lake extends 

only to about Lightning Creek, ten miles from the Canadian line. 

These observations do not negate the hypothes's that the main body 

of the lake acts as a warm bowl in winter, mc,derating the shoreline 

temperature. 

1.3. Field observations of the warm bowl efdeect on snm,1 Ines 

0,1 many occas 1 ans we have observed the influence of Ross Lake on 

the weather patterns of the surrounding areas. Often, for example, we 

have ~oted that it was raining at the lake level, tut snowing just above· 

the lake. Such an event is not unusual and happens in other areas, 

the change occurring when the freezing isotherm is crossed. We bel I eve, 

however that the warming effect of Ross Lake is real, not merely co

Incidental with a regional freezing isotherm. This is substantiated by 

the observations on at least one occasion of a snowline shift caused by 

the proximity of Ross Lake, causing rain to fall on Ross Lake, when 

at the same elevation it was snowing over Diablo Lake . 
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exa~ple, on D~cember 29, 1375, tf,e regional snowline was at 6,000 

feet, with warn temperatures. During the night of the 29th, a cold front 

moved Into the area, dropping temperatures, and bringing new snow. On 

December 30 Air temperatures at the Ross dam were: minimum of 29°, 32° at 

0 4 0 08DO, i'nd 36 at 1200 hours and the water temperature of Ross Lake 1,•as O . 

On the ferry trip to Ross Dam on December 30, 1976, we observed that 

the 1300 foot snowline was increased in elevation to 1,500 feet and was 

horizontal as far as we could see. 

In appro,ichlng Ross Lake, we travel led from Newhalem, where the ne1v 

snowline was at 1300 ft., up Dia~lo Lake, where the new snowline was 1500 

ft. and horizontal (I.e., parallel to the lake surface) until close to 

Ross Dam, when It angled up to 1765 ft. Around Ross Lake t'1e ne·,,, sr.-.v,1 ine 

seemed parallel to the lak2 surface, except for a dip at Big Beaver. Struck 

by the regularity of this phenomenon, we ran transects up tne slopes around 

the lake to determine the elevation of the new snow line, with the results 

In Table 2 . 
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Table 2. Lo,·c,r ehvation of new snow, December 30., 1975 

Di~blo Lake - Buster Brown Peak 

Ross Lake f\oss Dam 

Ruby Arm {north side) 

Roland Point 

Rainbow Point 

Big Beaver Valley 

Pu'1'pkin Mt. 

Skymo Brush field 

Devils Pass Trail 

Lightning Creek Tr. 

Little Beaver Trail 

Hozorr.ecn Camp 

Silver Cr. Delta 

1500' 

1765' 

1800 1 

1800' 

1820' 

1600' 

1780 

1800' 

1360 1 

1860' 

1765 

1s2s 1 

1600' 

22 
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Figure ll shrn.-.Js this snm-1ll~e, how· it is c!-.::ar·1y 1-e]ated to the elevation 

• of Ross and Diablo Lakes, and hms the snowline drops to lake level at the 

north end of the lake, where the l'Vater is very shallov.J ar.d much c_ol::.ic~r due to 

• 

• 

the lacge amounts of very cold Skagit River water entering the lake. It is 

also interesting to note how the cold air drainage from Big Beaver Creek 

again causes a shift in the snowline back down to lake level (See Table 2). 

Several photographs of the snowline are included. 

These o,,servations clearly demonstrate the, role of the •11arm Ross Lake 

water in modification of the temperatures of the basin, and its role in the 

modification of precipitation from snow to rain. 

1.4. Plant phenology 

Evidence cf microclimate variation around the lake was sought through 

the stu~y of the pattern of plant development and grmath (phenology) in the 

spring. Plants are generally reliable integrators of environmental vari

ables, and microcllmate patterns are generally reflect3d In patterns of 

phenology (bud bLrst, blooming, flowering, etc.). Past studies have 

demonstrated that there ls a zone from lake level to about 2000 to 2500 

feet within v1ilich plant development immediately upslope from the lake is 

rather unlfonn. In fact, It was this early observation that first attracted 

our attention to the poss I bi l ity of a "warm bowl" effect. Through various 

studies (reported earlier) we found that on slopes distant from the lake 

shores, but at the same eleviltion, plant development was as much as two 

weeks delayed. 

This year we approached this problem In another way, by using the 

nearby, but lower lakes as reference points. There were two major 

poss I bi l ities: 
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Photograph 1. Ross lake from Pumpkin Mt. to Skym:, burn, Dec. 30, 1975 . 

• 

• Photograph 2. Ross lake, Pumpkin M:runtain area on Dec. 30, 1975 
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• Photograph 3. Thursday Creek, Ross lake, Dec. 3 
' 

197 The white 

in the foreground is the sandy area of drawdown, and not snow . 

• 
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? 0 That the :1early zone' 1 around Ross Lake \'Ji:S dve to a rc·;:~ondl 

• phenomenon such as 2 temperature inversion. In such a case the upper border 

of the ;;e:1r1y zo11e 11 would be at about the same contour l lne above Di2b1o 

• 

• 

and Gorge Lakes as above Ross Lake (as in Figure 12). 

2. That the "early zone'· around Reis Lai<e was due to the influence of 

the lake itself. In such a case the upper border of the "early zone" for 

Diablo and Gorge Lakes would be lower than that around Ross Lake (as i~ 

Figure i3). 

To obtain sufficient evidence from which to judge which of these 

alternatives was more nearly correct, we established four transects, rn~tched 

for uniformity of slope, aspect, and vegetational cover, t,,,o ci;1 Ross 

Lake and one each on Diablo and Gorge Lakes. Each started at lake level: 

Ross Lak,a - 1600 ft; Diablo Lake - /1200 ft., Gorge Lake·· 900 ft. These 

transects were each run three times, and the phenological status of the 

followi11q species recorded: serviceberry; oceanspray; bitter cherry; vine 

maple; red alder; ;cdstem ceanothus; and Oregon grap~. The three dates 

were April 10, and 24, and May 8, 1976. 

In gener:l, in reference to all species of plants observed, except vine 

maple, the upper l lmit of bud burst was higher on the Ross Lake transects 

than on the other two. The difference was approximately 400 vertical feet 

between the Ross limit and the Diablo-Gorge limit. The difference between 

Diablo and Gorge transects was minimal. These results are given graphically 

in Figures 14-17. These results indicate that microcl imate of the Ross Lake 

8asin is influc11ced by the presence of the lake itself, and that the evidence 

suoports our second alternative above . 
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These various observations and measurements add st~p1:;0rt to the idea 

that Ross Lake does indeed exert a "warm bowl" effect on its shores, 

principally through changing winter snows to rain, and perhaps also to 

raising air temperatures In early spring. 

32 

At the same time, however, we cannot discount the possibility of a 

general regional pattern upslope away from the effect of the lake surface. 

Throughout western Washington there is a more or less sharp transition from 

the western hemlock forest to the true fir firest at about 2500 ft. It 

appears that this zone is marked by a sudden increase In the depth and 

duration of snow. Working upslope from Ross Lake shore we have found this 

line evide~ced by rather abruptly deeper snow and corresponding lag in 

season of plant development. 

Sc now the question is: can ·.,e expect to find the workings of the "warm 

bowl" effect confined 1 zone belo 2500 ft. or so; or will 

an enlarged lake cause a corresponding upslope shift of the "deep sno"," 1 ine 

we now find aroun:: 2500 ft? The general regional n;.rure of the type break 

between forest zones inclines us to the first alternative. However, if the 

lake level Is raised It will be possible to obtain direct evidence through 

sno~, ar,d phenological measurements. 

Meanwhile, our attenti.on is directed at the zone from lakeshore to 

2500 ft. This is the zone l n wh I ch we expect the "warm bpwlJJ effect to be 

most marked. (low, if opportunity occurs for further work, we should study 

winter snow accumulation and spring ohenology on a much flner grid, with 

more closely spaced points along each transect, and more transects around 

the lake shore. This will be for the purpose of developing predictions 

regarding the effects of a raised lake on specific deer winter ranges. 

We are developing plans for the establishment of permanent plots on which 

'· 
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throu9h a series cf measurements we obtaln data()·~ s\y r8diation, slope, 

aspect, elevation, plant community, snow r~!ji!l]e; and winter use by 

wildlife, particularly deer. i~e limited elevational scope of these tran

sects, which will only extend to about 2500 ft., will make these studies 

much easier to accomplish than our earlier ones, which have ranged much 

higher. 

2 Observations on deer In relation to snow 

During this year we have made some new field observations and have 

also reviewed our Larlier records, to develop a better understanding of 

the winter use of the lakeshore zone by deer. 

'Ae have found that in the winter, snow is the most important factor 

1 imiting the distribution and movements of deer. Specifically, the snow ~ 

conciltion and depth are the most important factors. In general, deep, 

loose snow prevents the deer from moving freely, and so forces them to 

lower elevations where snme is reduced in accumulation. On the other 

hand, hard, crusted snow allows the deer freedom of movement, and if the 

deer are at lower elevations under the latter conditions they will 

presistently move up the hillside. The deer continually attempt to move 

uph i 11 or maintain a 1 ti tude throughout the winter, when snow conditions 

permit. Consequently, the areas that are most heavily used are the 

middle elevations, between 2000 and 2500 feet. The exception to this 

occurs In the extreme winters, whether very mild or harsh. In mild 

winters, with reduced or delayed snow fal I, the higher elevations wi 11 

receive most use, and conversely, in harsh winters, the range areas at 

lower elevations, at lake's edge, will receive the heaviest use. The 

following observations are given to substantiate these generalizations: 

\ 

, 
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First, this past year 1 s first snm·.r falls \\1ers extren:eiy early and 

heavy. Snm.:s in October anJ November accumulated to great depth through

out the North Cascades. Snowfal 1 at Stevens Pass and Snoqualmie c2ss 1eere 

near records. The early snows drove the deer to lower elevations, to the 

traditional winter rnnges, much earlier than normal. The result was a 

greater than normal deer harvest. The elk harvest in the state was almost 

a record. In the Ross Lake basin, the normal deer ki 11 in the regular 

season is less than 5 deer. This past year, 18 deer were killed in the 

area between Ross Lnke and Diablo Lake (Marvin VanMeer, per. comm.). 

Several hikers reported seeing "several large groups" of deer near the 

Lightning Creek campground. The snow e1as just too deep and soft for the 

deer to remain et higher elevations. 

Then in mid-Novem2er the snows stopped, and a ,,arming trend moved 

th rough the area, vil th the me 1 ting snows, the deer moved back up the 

hillside. In December, during a four day field trip in the basin, only 

5 deer were seen beloe1 2500 feet. The ground ,,as free of snm·: up to 2500 

feet, and only light, nee, snm, was present up to 3000 feet. Deer sign 

was abundant In the ncM snow up to 3400 feet, with n,ost of the sign 

and tracks from 2500 to 3000 feet. The deer remained at this elevation 

till February, when conditions changed. 

In late February and March we had another series of heavy snowfalls, 

and again the deer were driven down to lower elevations. But, with warm 

weather in April, the snoo, began to melt. On April 10, the continuous 

snow 1 lne was at 3000 feet with patches of sno11 belov1. THe deer were 

again at the lower limit of the heavy snow, with the heaviest sign 

around 3000 feet. During this period, while running the phenology 
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transects, we noted that the heaviest utilization of browse species 

wss between 2000 and 2500 feet. Here most browse plants like ceanothus, 

serviceberry, bitter cherry, oceanspray, and Oregon grare were browsed 

almost to capacity. At both higher and lower elevations the deer use 

of the browse was considerably less intense. During the April 9-12 field 

work, we observed only a few deer be lm-1 2500 feet, and these 

were .)n a cold northeast s1ope i,_ii;~re snow accumulation was greatest, 

and r~nained the longest. 

In summary, we can make the following general points: 

1. Deep soft snow forces the deer to lower elevations where snow 

accumulation Is less. 

2. \,/1th crusted snow conditions the deer move up'1 i 11. 

3, When the snow retreats uphi 11 with warm conditions the deer 

move uphill also, even in the middle of winter . 

4. The middle elevations are the most heavily used range areas 

under normal conditions. 

Applying our findings on the ",,arm bowl" effect, we should expect 

that a rise in the lc1ke level would make the 2000-2500 ft. zone, 

which the deer now favor, available for theni on more winter days than 

is nos, the case. In addition, the identification of this zone of 

heaviest deer use is a useful guide If it becomes necessary to develop 

plans for mitigation. 

3. Discriminant analysis applied to winter deer distribution 

The overall objective of our various studies is to predict correctly 

what the effects of a rise in the lake level on the ,,i ldl ife ivi 11 be, 

and to provide a factual basis for the development of plans of mitigation, 

if these are needed. If we were able to distinguish between the sites 
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on t,.1hic'1 deer vJere found in ~vinter,, and sit2s b1h-"3re ti1:::y 1.-.;ere not fC1und:. 

"' terms of att,-ibutes ,1hich we coLld measure, then we would be in a 

position to ex..:rapolate tltis information into a i".":?o of the lakesh.,:e1 

ictc~tifyinr: all areas which were and were not suitable for deer in their 

present state. If we then introduced a factor for vegetation management, 

we could ide"tify the sites which could be converted to acceptable deer 

haloitat by management measures. Finally, if we could add the effects 

of a rise in lake level, we would be in a good position to recommend 

measures to maintain deer winte.r carrying capacity despite flooding. X. 
It was ou; intention in this year to develop a viable approach to 

describing the landscape in terms of winter deer use and non-use as 

related to measure,ible landscape attributes.This would niake use of our 

work thus far, and indicate where more depth of detail v1as needed. The 

!ipproach we took was that of discriminant ar.alysis. Discriminant analysis 

be9ins with the desire to statistically distinguish between two or more 

groups of cases. These ''groups" are defined by the particular research 

situation. Some bioiogical science examples of groups of cases would 

be: a group of laboratory animals given drug A versus a group given 

drug B versus a group siven no drug; a group of different vegetation 

associations; trees used by nesting birds versus those not used for nest 

sites. 

To distinguish bet11een the groups, the researcher selects a col

lection of discri_!llinating variables that measure characl!eristics on which 

the groups ~re expected to differ. For instance, in the laboratory 

example, the various physiological features of the animals may have been 

observed; data on the climate, soil, and fire history may be collected 

for the vesetation types; and the different aspects of tree geography, 
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physiology and structure could be considred. The m:Hhernatical object. e 

of discrirainant ana'ysis is to weight and linearly combine the discrim

inating variables in some fasl1icn so that the groups are forcad to be 

as statistically distinct as possible. In other words, we want to be 

able to "discriminate" between the groups in the sense of being able 

to tell them apart. 

In the Coses to be discussed here, we want to be able to determine 

what are the characteristics of areas used by deer in the winter In the 

Ross Lake basin, or how can we discriminate between areas used by the 

deer in the winter and areas not used by the deer In the v1inter. He 

have chose~ the fol lovling variables which are exper:ted to differ between 

range and non-range areas: elevation, aspect, slope, v8getation type, 

and <otal potential solar radiation as determined by Fritschen (197'!). 

The di ffe1·ent groups of cases considered are: deer range versus non-

deer range; and high versus low deer density within different rad Ii of 

the grid point. The mathematics of this type of analysis Is discussed 

In Morrison (1969), and the statistical program used Is part of the 

Statistical Programs for the Social Sciences, therei<1 cal led "Discriminant 

Analysis" (1975). 

3.l Methods: 

To sample the Ross Lake Basin, the large scale solar radiation 

grid was used as the coordinate system dividing the landscape into 

standard cell units. At each intersection point on the l/2 mile grid 

the fol lov,,ng data were ·recorded. 

1. Deer range or non-range area 

2. The number of deer within a one square mile circle centered 

around the int~rsection point 
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3. The nuITber of deer witt1in a 1/~ squ~re m: 1tered at 

the gr!J '.xdrt. 

4. The eiev-2.Lion at the gr·id poir:t 

5. The slope at that point 

6. The aspect of the point 

7. The vegetation type for that point 

The deer nu~bers, and deer range ~reas are those described in earl ler 

reports, resulting from the i~itlal years of study (Raedeke, et al, 

1972; Stevens, et al 1973). These groups of deer rar.ge, deer c!e:;sities, 

and deer numbers, were then analyzed using the remaining variables as 

our discrininating variables. Approxirnate,y 2BO grid polnts ,,ere sampled, 

::'5 b,dng on deer range areas . . ~11 points that were be:ow 5000 feet, 

and 1,lthin the Immediate drainage basin of Ross Lake were included. 

3.2 Results 

The results from this type of analysis are two fold: first, the 

program ranks the different lnJependent variables in the order of their 

importance,, or even el irninates them if they do not contribute significantly 

to the r~oults; and second, it then uses these characteristics and 

reclassifies all the previously analyzed cases, and determines the percent

age of cases that it correctly classified. This is a test of the abll ity 

of the program to correctly identify the different cases on the basis of 

the different independe~t ~ariables. The results are given in labia 3 . 
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Table 3 

• Groups 

---····--------- ------
Ran~ of j Deer 1.,\1 inter 
order of l rar.se v s. 
imp0rtance I non-range 1 sq. mi i area· 1/4 sq. mi. area 
-------1------------l--------·----------

High vs. low deer densities 

Elevation Elevation E 1 evat ion 

2 , Aspect 
I 

Aspect r,spect 

I So 1 a r Rad i at ion Vegetation Solar Radiation 

IS lope 

\ \legetat ion I 
1 

Slope Vegetaticn 

.5 

• 

,----T---
1 I So I a r 

I 
S 1 ope 

! I radiation 

0 -- --i-----r _, 
0 01 correct 1 

reclassification ! 5;,3% I 70.n 

·-------

t-lot 
signific•mt 

11. n 

• 
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3.3. Discussion: 

As can bs seen in the table, the two most important variables 

(elevation and aspect) arc the same in c,11 three 2nolyses. These ~:.-e 

also the two classic variables on which most deer ranges have been defined. 

However, once we go beyond the first two most important variables, the 

rnults get a bit erratic. Reasons for this include the following: first 

the sample size for the analysis is fairly small considering the amcunt 

of variatlo~ i~ the variables (eg. there are 11 vegetation units,·s aspect 

units, etc.). Also, of the 280 points sampled, on)y about 25-40 were in 

the deer range, or areas of high deer density. 

Seccmd 1 y, becaus: _ _?f _the comp 1 ex i t_;C?t.~he vegetation mosaic on the 

range areas, we can expect to get a rather poor correlation between specific 

units and deer range since the larger deer ranges may contain all of the 

vegetation Lypcs . 

Furthermore, as we reduce the area being considered around the point, 

we Increase the accuracy of the method. Specifically, when using the 

number of deer with 1/4 square mile cf t~e point as our basis of the 

low-high deer density \Jroupings, we get a greater accuracy rating than 

if we use th~ deer numbc~s within 1 square mile of the point. 

Another apparent conflict arises In the second analysis where the 
_,, 

groups are: deer densities (high vs. low) based on the number of Jeer 

in the c:iesquare m-ilearea around the point. In the analysis, solar 

radiation was not a sign!ficant discriminating variable,and was rejected. 

This is interesting since solar radiation is based on elevation, slope, 

and aspect, in addition to horizon. Thus solar radiation should be 

a more complete measure for these variables than the three taken seperatefy . 
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Also, there is a si<]ni ficant difference in th,':: _,,.,::'our:~. o-f '..~1_1~ ·i:~ r,:Jjiot1on 

betweer1 deer winter range areas and non-winter range areas at the P ~ .05 

level. The probable cause of this problem is the use of the one ~~uare 

mile area for our index of selection by the deer for this grid point 

and its characteristics. The large area must dilute the selection or 

rejection of the deer for point in question. For examples, at a given 

point on t~e grid, we might have a very low solar radiation value (lo,.,, 

amounts of direct sunshine), thick vegetation and deep snow due to shading, 

and a northerly aspect. Few deer would be likely to select this land

scape unit for winter range due to these characteristics. But, if within 

the one sq~are mile area there existed more favorable conditions, and 

the deer selected this site for winter range, this grid point would be 

classified as winter range, aad these characteristics used as those of 

,,1 n tc r· ran,,:<, a r·eas. The res u 1 ts would be a very i c,,., cor rel at I on betv,een 

some of the variables and the groups (winter range vs.non-ra"ge), anrl low 

accuracy or rej,action of one 0r more of the variables. The only cure 

for this problem is the use of a finer grid system, more points, and a 

more rea' istic means of classifying deer selection or rejection of the 

point in O',·=stion. 

Even with these problems this type of analysis gives us very int

eresting results. A few of the specific findings are: 

~ 1. Deer are selecting or rejecting fairly small, well defined 

landscape units. 

2. T\e classic variables, elevation and aspect are very important 

variables for distinguishing deer range areas. 

3. With the information \ve nm, possess we can correctly classify 
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any given point on tt1e landscape as deer range or not nppro;~imately 70% 

• of tr,e ticc;e. 

• 

• 

In order to make full use of this method, we will need to obtain a 

larger sample of smaller plots, and to have more accurate data with regard 

to each of these plots. As will be seen in the subsequent section we have 

been mo\clng in that directiom, making earlier data more useable and perfect

ing. our Ve§Cto;cion map, for example. Now, if we have an opportunity for more 

field work we will have a well-defined plan of sampl Ing and analysis. The 

sampl Ing pattern which we will employ can be the same one which we will 

use to obtain c:ata on snow-regime and plant phenology, thus making the most 

efficient use of field time. 

The landscape of the Ross Lake shore is characterized by a smal !

scale mosaic of soil depths due to highly uneven deposition by glacial 

processes. Soil depth controls the amount of moisture which will be 

available for olanc growth, ~nd so Influences plant composition and pro

duction. Any sampling scheme, in order to provide reliable data, 1·,lll have 

to be at the same small-scale mosaic level. Plot size, in other words, 

rnust be small enough so that each plot consists cf but one unit in the 

mosaico When 1"1e use a plot size of one-fourth mile en a side, as 1..-1e dic:.i in 

the discrlminan~ analysis above, each plot contains a great many mosaic 

units. In future work, then, 1·1e will use more and smaller plots. For 
~~ ~ ............... -----.....~~~~~~~~ 

each plot we will need to determine degree of deer use: this 1,i 11 be '*' 
done by winter observations, pellet-group distribution, and evidence of -
deer use on plant species. Such data, subjected to the discriminate 

analysis method, should provide us with a firm basis for mapping the whole 

lakeshore below 2500 ft. with regard to present, potential, and post

flooding.deer habitat. 
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4. Data Compilation 

4.1. lntro,:uction: 

44 

D:..::ing the course of the past years cf stud'/ J 2 considerable. ,j:no:mt 

of information has been compiled about the Ross Lakz ecosystem, Much 

but by no means all of this information has bee~ included in ann~al 

reports. Sane of the unreported in format Ion wl 11 be useful in the 

developrr,ent of a mitigation plan. Therefore we have undertaken to convert 

It Into a corm that is rzadily useable. During this ?aSt study period, 

a major object of the work has been to sort through tr.e past studies, and 

identify t~at material that is necessary for the completion of miti

gation plans, and to standardize, and i:nprove on the data that has been 

collected. A brief summary of this v.'ork, and the end products no\.., 

avail~bie follows. 

4.2 Vegetation maps: 

S!nce the development of our first vegetation map we have obtained 

new photographic imagery, so a more detailed an,J refined map of the 

vegetation associations is now possible. During this past year, Dr. 

H6llls Barber revised the original vegetation type map produced during 

the early •:ages of these studies. His work consisted of redefi~ing the 

vegetation units; the enlargement of the original map to standard USGS 

1: 24,000 map seal e by u,ce of the Bausch and Lomb ZGrJM TRANSFER SCOPE: 

checki:;:: the map for acoracy with the use of new photographs; and the 

preparation of a final map. This final map has had the large solar 

radiation ~rid imposed upon it, and so can readily De used to subdivide 

the area into working units . 
. ~------

4,3, Deer observations: 
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During the initial stages of this res~arch 1 ir,t2nsive ;reld obs2r-

v2tions 1,-,t.:;·, .. : >1ad2 of th8 seasonal distribution of the deer of the Ross Lake 

basin. These si~htings, along with these of other fauna of the area were 

recorded on sighting cards, and also on large scale maps. Much of this 

date has been sunucarized in earlier reports. The cards are on file in the 

Ross Lake Data Files, along with the original maps of these sightings. 

Since these sightings vJere recorded vn several different maps, of varying 

scales~ it has been necessary to replot tt1Is information on standard USGS 

7 1/2 minute rnaps. These are compatible with our other ,naps. The deer ---·-~T>" .... 
observations are now plotted on maps that include the vegetation units, 

deer range areas~ and a1so the solar radiation grid. 

4.4 Deer Winter Ranges 

Since the major focus of the past few years has been on the deer winter 

range areas, we have compiled a?l possible informatio11 on these areas, 

• and plotted these or, large scale (1:6,000)mc:ps. 

These maps inc 1 ude the fo 11 rne i ng: 

1. Vegetation units 

2. Cc2r range areas 

3. The solar radiation grids, both the 1/2 mile and 1/8 mile. 

4. Other information wl,en avai ]able 

Additionally, on several of the ranges we have plotted the deer sighting, 

and solar radiation values for winter dates, as a graphic aid in the 

analysis of this data. 

4.5 Sola!:.._!_~c'_iation Grids: 

The solar radiation grids have been adopted as the coordinate system 

with which we can relate the various types of information collected to date. 
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This grid has nrn1 been included on a 1 ~ n1clrJs ptoducef:' , . 

allo~s us to corr1pare many ty~es of information at the same time, as for 

example in the dlscrir~lnant analy3is cover8d int!,~ previous section. 

This grid will be the tasls for any future sampl Ing . 

46 
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